big 3 winners

Bull’s Eye Putters:
Since their introduction in ’56, Bull’s Eye Putters have been the overwhelming choice of top professionals and leading amateurs. Why? Because Bull’s Eye Putters are almost custom-made. So there’s sure to be a flange, blade or mallet with exactly the right grip, weight and feel for you.

Titleist Golf Ball:
What can you say about the Rolls Royce of golf balls? The Titleist golf ball has been tops on tour for the past 20 years. And this year, our exclusive K2A construction actually makes Titleist better, makes it longer. Will wonders never cease?

Double-A Golf Glove:
Also tops on tour since we started making them. Because of the non-slip grip, the super-thin, hand-cut Cabretta leather. Or maybe it’s the extra elasticized backing. Or the beautiful choice of wild colors. Who knows?

ACUSHNET GOLF EQUIPMENT
Sold thru golf course pro shops only
There are two professional circuits in golf.

One is inside this electric car.

It's a revolutionary new electrical circuit. We call it Master Drive. It taps fifty percent less battery power at low speeds. All other electric cars draw full power at all speeds. Master Drive provides up to fifty percent more operating range. Extends battery life well beyond two years. Lowers charging costs at the same time. And because it's a pro, we'll back it with a two-year warranty on all electrical components including batteries. That's a lot of warranty. But then, it covers the only pro on the electrical circuit. Get the full story on the world's finest electric golf car from the Harley-Davidson dealer in your area. In your choice of either tiller or popular steering wheel models.

Harley-Davidson
Relax.
This is Philadelphia's Spikeproof Carpet.

It can't be chopped up by spikes. Or "uglied" by mud and spills. But offers all the advantages of regular carpet. Plush beauty. Softness. Warmth. Easy maintenance. Plus protection against slips and falls. It's a rugged Jacquard Wilton that's woven in any color you give us. Any of our wide-ranging designs. Or any design by your designer. Join the hundreds of clubs already enjoying our Spikeproof Carpet in grills, pro shops and locker rooms.

SEND FOR FREE CARPET SAMPLE AND BROCHURE
Philadelphia Carpet Co. (Contract Division)
Allegheny Ave. and C St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134
Please send free sample of Spikeproof Carpet and brochure listing clubs that use it.

NAME ____________________________
CLUB ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______

PHILADELPHIA Carpet Company
Allegheny Ave. and C St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134
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30 Planning a New Course? Cut Out the Guesswork
Jerry Claussen
Building a golf course today is too expensive an investment to leave to chance. Don't find out after you've built your golf course that you shouldn't have built it in the first place.

35 Confession of a Club Manager
Anonymous
The second article in the "Confessions" series takes some potshots at today's golfing generation, women members, children and employees. Yet, the profession is still the "greatest seat in the national stadium from which to observe the game of life."

38 Dutch Elm: What Is It? What's Being Done About It?
Joe Doan
Dutch elm disease continues to take its toll. In the hard-hit Chicago area, superintendents are carrying on a desperate fight using insecticides and replacement programs.

43 Fertilizing While Irrigating: A Reality?
Vincent J. Pastena
Dogget Fison Company has developed a way of injecting water soluble fertilizers into both manual and automatic irrigation systems. If the claims of the company are correct, it could mean savings in time, labor and money, and also give superintendents greater control over the growth rate, color and texture of turf.

47 Bee Stings Can Be Fatal
Joe Doan
Last year about 100 deaths in this country were probably caused by insect stings. Those who think they are hypersensitive should take precautions—their lives may depend on it!
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If you are missing out on sales, you may be running the wrong kind of shop for your course.
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JOIN THE PROUD ONES

Guld Crest Ltd.
custom made crests emblazon the cloth of golf club members
everywhere . . . all who wear them do so with pride.

Guld Crest Ltd.
takes the ancient gold weaver’s art into the jet age. Our three
dimensional club and tournament crests in silver and gold
bullion are interwoven with fine fabrics in your club’s own
colors, and will be worn with distinction.

Simply send us your club or tournament insignia . . . our skilled artists will
design your own crest in full color for your approval.

Join the Proud Ones...And Profit.

Guld Crest Ltd.
12307 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, California 91604
Telephone (213) 877-2665 Cable Address CRESTOGOLD
Send for information about our exciting new line of crested accessories.

(Readers Service Card)
For more information circle number 191 on card
The name of the game is PROFITS. The above charts document a cost of 87.2 cents in electricity and battery drain for two rounds of golf with any electric golf car other than CLUB CAR. Two rounds with CLUB CAR costs only 19.1 cents. This is a savings of 68.1 cents.

Only CLUB CAR can give both a second and third round without deep-cycling batteries to the critical point below which no golf car should be operated (1.210 specific gravity - 50% reserve) and the cost of electricity and battery drain on CLUB CAR for three rounds is the same as for one round with any other golf car. Are you tired of having to deep-cycle batteries to get a second round of golf, pulling them off the course at the end of the day or buying batteries too frequently? CLUB CAR will go 2-1/2 times further on a battery charge than will any other golf car and the batteries in CLUB CAR will last 2-1/2 times longer than they will in any other golf car. Move up in the profit picture. Call or write us for a CLUB CAR demonstration.
INCREASE EARNINGS, SERVICE & SPACE
Remodel your present storage space, bring your bag racks up to date
WITH NEW Stafford VERTICAL BAG RACKS

A special breed
I enjoyed the article “Superintendent or Greenkeeper—Which?” by Bill Smart (April GOLFDOM). I have had the same view for a good many years.

As you probably know, Leonard Strong, then greenkeeper at Saucon Valley CC and president of the national association, was one of the principal advocates of the change of name. He and I frequently debated the question, but I could never convince him that anyone could become a superintendent, but that only an artist with special talents could become a greenkeeper. It is not stretching the truth too much to say that Leonard came to us because his predecessor, a superintendent recruited from a steel plant, had reached the logical conclusion that if 100 pounds per acre of ammonium sulphate was good, 1,000 pounds per acre would be 10 times better.

Many of my friends are golf course superintendents. The ones I admire and respect most are greenkeepers.

George A. Hurd, chairman
Green committee
Saucon Valley CC
Bethlehem, Pa.

Nicely Put
I want to thank you for the wonderful review of my book, “A Perfect Lawn the Easy Way,” in the June issue. Mr. Smart, the reviewer, did a great job, and I am grateful to him.

Paul Voykin, superintendent
Briarwood CC
Deerfield, Ill.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Your members will like the extra convenience and care. Your pro shop profits from 40% more space these racks make available.

Double unit shown holds 16 bags, size 2' x 4' x 6'-6" high, gives 12" x 12" space for bags. Single unit holds 8, size 1' x 4' x 6'-6" high. Sturdy steel. Bags set solid on tapered shelves.

• Wear and tear of golf bags is completely eliminated
• Damp bags dry faster — no mildew
• Provides a neat appearance
• Faster, easier storage
• Easy to install and add more as needed —

Send us your floor measurements, we will plan a layout and quote you — no obligation.

THE A. G. STAFFORD CO.
2000 Allen Ave. S.E. • P. O. Box 287
Canton, Ohio 44701 • 216/453-8431

For more information circle number 217 on card

GOLF'S “MR. SPIKE”
TODAY'S MOST TALKED ABOUT GOLFING GIFT — PRIZE — NOVELTY

“MR. SOREHEAD”
Also available
Mr. Cheater
Mr. Swinger
$14.95 each
Cash with order prepaid

A real conversation piece—Thought provoking art piece—Serves no purpose except to amuse —A dramatic gift for most discriminating persons. Body is shaped like authentic railroad spike, formed of metal and painted black on walnut base. 12" height—Individually boxed —Available with engraving plates 50¢ additional—Engraving 5¢ per letter.

Write for free complete prize catalog of Trophies—Holloware—Jewelry, etc.

EDWIN W. LANE CO.
Dept GD
32 W. Randolph St.
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 782-2371

For more information circle number 246 on card

Amazing non-slip HAND GRIP for Golfers

Power-Grip is a hand grip assist . . . a thermostatic waterproof spray powder that lasts for hours. Contains no rosin. Will not transfer from hands to object being gripped. Does not ball up or become sticky. Doesn't build up on object being handled. Non-staining, colorless, odorless, non-allergenic powder. Helps reduce blisters.

Write for distributor nearest you.

KWIK-KOLD, INC.
Box 638, Moberly, Missouri 65270

For more information circle number 228 on card
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For more information circle number 228 on card
Maxfli for any lie;

Under-the-tree or-in-the stocking.

Be ready with Maxfli answers for Christmas shoppers.
Their choice of famous Maxfli Reds, Greens, or new "100" Blacks. In their choice of the striking Desk Caddy holding a dozen, or the unique Snowman, containing a threesome.
And if they choose, we'll personalize Desk Caddy dozens. Free.
With any name up to 40 letters and spaces. Through December 8th.
Order in your stocks now. We'll be telling the shoppers about these golfing gifts in GOLF, GOLF DIGEST, GOLF WORLD, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, THE NEW YORKER, and other fine magazines.

Maxfli

BY DUNLOP
Buffalo, N. Y. 14240
... Everywhere in the worlds of golf, tennis and tires.

For more information circle number 211 on card
Recognition for the superintendent

Orville Clapper, commenting on the visit of John Campbell, links supervisor of St. Andrews, to the United States and to some of our courses, asks why we don’t award to our number one course superintendent an inspection trip to Britain’s famed courses. Orville may be now the ranking veteran of the Toro distributors. He has time to think about getting the right answer; he is contentedly retired—as much as he wants to be.

Orv’s query reminded me of the time when the Professional Golfers’ Assn. was considering the Golf Pro of the Year award. I was against it because I felt it would be impossible to pick the best pro; there’d be at least a thousand ties. Then Dugan Aycock said, “There is an argument against everything, but we are going to have as the prize the Bob Harlow trophy and you’ve got to go for that.” So I did, and am glad.

Clapper’s thought about golf course superintendent recognition is perhaps too late, considering the United States Golf Assn. Green section’s annual award and several Golf Course Superintendents’ Assn. sectional awards.

Besides, who would want to be responsible for selecting the year’s outstanding superintendent? But maybe the superintendents, golfers, the equipment and supply people, and the turf scientists might come up with someone.

Thanks, Robert A. Haug, pro at Beaver Brook GC, Clinton, N.J., for advising me that George Fotheringham, pro emeritus, Hollywood GC, Deal, N.J., still is very lively. Fotheringham was a charter member and official of the PGA and has much material for its history... Al Houghton, veteran who started caddying around Washington when Woodrow Wilson was president and one of Al’s clients, now is living near the PGA National club, retired, and is a rich source for the PGA story.

One of the most beautiful trophies in golf is the Charles Bartlett memorial, a Waterford crystal award to the winner of the Beverly Charities hospitals’ pro-am. This bowl, bearing the late golf writer’s portrait cut into the marvelous Irish glass, was dedicated by Morgan Murphy, chairman, executive committee of the Beverly Charities at a small dinner, attended by the Beverly Bartlett’s associates on the Chicago Tribune, Illinois PGA officials, club members and Beverly’s pro, Charles Penna. Also, attending were Charley’s son, Mike, Tom Walsh and Joe Graffis of the Chicagoland organization, and a few others.

Beverly Charities raises about continued on page 12